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"8 Papas ORGANIZATION IN RELATION TO THE GENERAL WELFARE 

H. D. Scudder 
Professor of Farm Management 

- Oregon State College* 

Introductory 

“ny 'S One who participated in the birth of this organization and who 

"Sy Sars past has been an absentee side-—line observer or its 

Og Cannot let this opportunity pass without offering my con— 

A gn the various officers, program makers, and the cooperating 

p Siggy the definite advancement made toward the original objectives 

(ory tion, Those meetings I have not been able to attend I have 

fet yp anterest in the annual reports of proceedings. While this 

Ye ike listening to a football game over the radio, depriving 

«Rie tSfaction of seeing the players, witnessing the touchdowns 
[Sy ting the “off—the-record" comments, it has served to keep 

| Soy Srmed and given opportunity for thought-provoking analysis 

: Slons presented, 

: “sy fttainty while we ere still a very youthful organization, we 

Sid Beowth, We have resisted the gaseous drift toward the 

| fat alr of the classicist, We have directed our efforts 
nib fo, apPLied economics so much needed in current affairs, and 

- £%y * the most part, we have kept our feet on the ground, It 
fe in the direction we have started, it may help to restore 

hy kts © confidence of the public in the value of the findings 

No hen applied to the everyday problems of mankind--that con— 

Os € injection of politics into economics the past decade — 
Yay ch to destroy, This may make it possible eventually to in- 

economics into politics, 

y 

p | 
yyy obably one of the most interesting periods for students of 

1 Np be twenty years or more from now when the historians throw 

* 1 a review of the resent period of economic muddling and an 

OR OW we got that way. It would seem at times that good economic 

. Werboiled, disintegrated, and gravied up with politics until 

vig’ Rash is giving all of us indigestion, On the one hand there 

Svs may lead to an unwanted economic and political debacle 

A tion can function again, or on the other that many will 

ty the old and perhaps well—named "lazy fare" refuge of the 

| * doubtful. 

fey the to the fact that in the beginning our western farm 

[iy zation had a relatively small proportion of farm manage~ 

fk 2S been a satisfaction to that perhaps somewhat militant 

‘yy he growing place generously accorded them in the affairs 

S of the Association by the elders in economic wisdom. 
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“yt Ue C, Moore, State Land Planning Specialist, Bureau of 

COnomics, Oregon State College. 
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fi the dirt at the grass roots out on the farm as we do, dare we 
fy eve now become brothers in the sacred lodge? I believe the 

aye Dlagues and tribulations in agriculture has done much to 
NS he efforts and thinking and bring together the agricultural 
‘ farm management men to the advantage of both, Certainly be 

St efforts are needed as never before, 

The Status of ifarm Organization Research 

lag be subject asSigned to the Oregon State College staff on this 
. My Gflegated to me is possible, from my viewpoint, of simple, 
po fy ect exposition, such as is adapted to my simple and direct 

. fh Sng, The Simplicity of the subject is doubly fortunate, as 
hers of the busy people on this program, I have had little 
‘Ye and dress up a statement for this occasion, 

} ite primary objective of good farm organization is to secure a a 
My 

Ry roving economy in agriculture through better use of the land, 
BSE oS 

\ 

employment of labor and more effective investment of cash pb! Cans _— . ; 7 fy ital, such as wili conserve the productive capacity of the 
“te the best possible living for the farm family, 

tule relation of the internal organization of the farm to the gen- 
7 Rye 8, I believe, identical to the relation of the prosperous or a 

‘he @Griculture to the general welfare. The organization of 
‘4s. Grectly on the success of almost every act of the farmer 

Ry “tm fence, and upon many of his and other activities outside 
“Phy ince the beginning of our present knowledge in this field, 

-° ft 38 been a time when good farm organization meant so much to 
agriculture and to the general welfare as today, 

: figs ag due in part perhaps, first, to the fact that our pres— 
- fe" Of the subject has been definite and usable only over a very 

Nig, Years, The pioneer fact finders in this field, such as 
og, Ay Hayes, brought forth the first substantial and usable 

Pa’ & little over thirty years ago, Second, it is due to the 
BS yp Vet only a fractional percentage of our farmers are definitely 
he etter farm organization as a vital primary needa, To most 
‘y “2Ve heard something about it, it is still only an abstract 
Vag Small percentage of the personnel of our agricultural 

fa eles are suificiently versed in the subject to advance its 
‘lectively, 

ea, only about 10 per cent of the graduates from a very 
th of our agricultural schools are sufficiently trained in the 
. ft Sounc. command and ingrained usable knowledge of it. 

‘ ff 4 tr : ° ° or (< fh, *&tned I mean a minimum of 20 semester or 30 term hours of 

ave 

oR, Oganization and management instruction added, of course, to 
‘ ‘ 

1 Neg in production methods, a reasonable schooling in principles 
: Pyne od the major phases of agricultural economics overlaid on a 

» 8 Q ° 7 -, ° 

iy, “OSive background of actual farm experience. Indeed, there 
| Shen Six institutions in the United States that offer as much 

7 wy Ptggy DOUrS of straight farm organization and management courses,. 
uw fy OUS defect, I believe, in the present curricula of our 

>
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S . ; chools, particularly in our western states.   
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n A ons . wa : age lack of qualified farm menagement men in important positions 
hy 7 PONG 

L§ a e e e aN Ad Sion ga many of our new national projects, such as the Soil 
“tt er vice, the Rurel tehabilitation Service » the Farm Credit 

ty ete,, I believe is an unfortunate oversight, 

“gy Beer IVE AND RAPID =XTENSION OF CUR PRESENT KNOWLEDGE OF Fare 
Sy, Ul INTO THE COUNTRY TO THE MEN ON THE FARM WHO HAVE SO CREAT 
“ty DER PRESENT CONDITIONS IS, I BELIRVE, THE MOS? USEFUL 

DO FOR AGRICULTURE TODAY. 
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SSume it is no longer necessary to expatiate on the effective 
erm organization in increasing farm income, ‘The first 
Ndings in this new field led to comtry-wide research—-slow 

: “cause of the lack of funds in many states, then speeded up 
he Purnell fund so that now, regarded in retrospect, a great 
17 of sj complished in this field in the past thirty years, A 
iy ‘ctual information bearing on principles, practices and 
«hs has been accumulated, each state and each study corroborat— 
Re 2 findings of the others » so that today what may be callec 

xt tee is no longer much needed except for securing local 
Lon use or in isolated, unexplored areas. 
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: st 18 true that many of the earlier studies in farm organization 
; on “el costs were feulty in technique--due to improper sampling, 

6 ‘unber of observations, cefective or crude analysis, etc, 
i, ‘ne, oS justified perhaps the doubts of some of our early 
sity, &Nd sounder technique was learned and developed as the 
bay Nes field progressed, so that later studies have been accept— 
. the, Ged quantities of corroboration to the first findings with 
Oh gg the relative importance of the major factors in the internal 
3 sn the farm and their effect upon income may be said to be 
* Sec Such major factors as the selection and appraisal of 

\ ction and combinations of enterprises or type of farming, 
’ distribution of the capital investment, the volume of 

© economic unit, the yield or production factor, the sub~ 
tet Leg aye tuencing yield, such as methods of fertility maintenance, 
bs aemng ng, etc.; the degree of specialization or diversity, the 
\ “buy (ee layout, the economic use of the land, the efficiency 

fete of labor, the use of accounting and budgeting, and all — 
ty, ~S involved in varying degree in different farm organization 

Y well Imown and their vital relation to farm income 
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How Can We Use Herm Organization Research 
  

hh 
0 . farm organization question before us today, I believe is the 

‘ tees Inowledge as a tool in both research and action programs, 
“iy y, chat I wish to ley emphasis, Since farm management men are 
x Stns Se applications, I will for the sake of brevity do no 
“at tze or List some of the present fields of work where the 

by 8 LO; e ne e 5 e 

“(aso approach appears to be insufficiently used, yet is of Clas , : . 
+ Uy Slve value, The present day pressure and haste in developing 
q aes . - 

* of Tee action pro rems no doubt is accountable for lack of ayy s prog 
the many available methods of attack.   
 



  

he Farm Organization in Research and Action Programs 
  

nn . . re . n 
ov viously the organization of the farm is only one oi many 

\‘ved in these programs, Every department of our federal and 
“th and extension agencies must contribute to the solution and 
‘ Of these great programs. Please do not think I am unaware 

a “Use I confine my remarks to emphasis on the place of farm 
|" applications in our agricultural activities. 

oS tes of Harming | 

| [is have done much in location and description of types of 
Very little in analysis such as would provide basis for 

| , ‘iftine from the less to the more advantageous type. 

¢ 
’ mo Q e e ® e e 

| ifts involve study of inter-regional competition between 

roa CF 

° 4 ‘ eo Se 
. N 

oO .S With identical enterprises and at the same time, study of 
| 'dvantage of different types within the same region, 

| Nant the farm organization as one approach to this problem, 

~fAedSable, Let me use a simple illustration, In both inter- 
bs antra-regional comparisons through this approach, we find, 
. i four different regions, that Region 1 clearly has advantage 

Th and high quality of »oroduction in certain enterprises due, 

7 iy eed natural advantages of climate, soils, transportation, 

b 
| Sion 2 is not so good as Region 1 in these same enterprises 

} ities farming, From the intra-regional standpoint, however, this 
ty. & better income-producer than alternative types, and its 

S justified, 
Tae. 

op SLOn 3, on the other hand, can make only a bare living from 
fy “8tming, so that is is marginal as compared with the first 

_ ty If there are no better alternative types for this region, 

‘ . 

ng eve to be retained, meanwhile working toward increased 
lower cost to improve its position against competition. 

Bans 
ty eLon 4, should never have been started in this type of farming 

7 Ringe? standpoint of inter-regional competition, for by comparison 
he ly Ssub-marginal., Here is the problem child we should study, 
ling Ceinuing in existence because of subsidies of one kind or 

ty to hor many kinds of subsidies other than Federal there are 
think about it, ) 

J 
ty Not this the region the government is holding an umbrella 
bei ‘ort to maintain a price level that will sustain the weak? 

fhe pe Were removed from competition it might help clear up the 
oo tte) &0n 3, now marginal, Should all regions suffer until this 

ty the ton dies a lingering death at great cost to itself and to   " o Yd a. 1 Society under the policy of “assisted laissez faire" 

aa ine “8mose and operate, If so, how can we diagnose correctly 
‘yy “Sanization and cost research, and operate successfully 

on of that research’ 
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wy, It seems logical that we should attempt to bring aid first to 
ti, Peas in greatest distress, Several years ago during the "problem 

thy, @bping stage of our land-use studies (the state wasn't large enough 
“Kiger the problem areas in it), we selected from our new wheat land 

ication map our most distressed sub—marginal wheat area. 

hrom every available source, a dozen or more different agencies, 
higttered all the data bearing on the past history and present situation 
aE eee Most valuable and convincing of all data were our earlier 
hy, “St and farm organization studies, We were able to support two 
ny . ° ° ° a 

. “dations; (1) a land purchase project with conversion of the area 
  
AY? . 
a Be livestock ranch use--a use several grades above the present 
ty Staal. wheat use, or (2) a recommendation under which, by expendi- 
‘by Several adcitional millions of dollars now, it would be possible 
i, irrigation water to the area and thereby convert it into its 

7 ‘ye tual use, at a saving of much human misery and great loss to the 

| 

OK 

y 

Ae 

Iho Ol 
a 
tag, Studies of the present sarm organization of the area, if we are 

| ie 

ty, CCupants of the land and the associated loss to the community. 
‘3, Support the second recommendation strongly only because we had 

“Viously a farm organization study of an adjoining irrigated area 
te what debt burden it coulc carry. fortunately it was vossible to 

honey for irrigation and this recommendation is now being carried 

ty 

  ay The point, of course, is this. Any solution of the grave . & = 3 2 
ef . Re nee the best permanent use of a sub-marginal area involves not only 

Q 2, Vested capital sums but also the human problems of hundreds of the 
oy, os : an | 

bs ‘Uants, The decision as to best land use and the process of con- 
to that use, must be basec primarily, 1t seems to me, upon very 

Sound conclusions as to the comparative value of the alternative 
Re, etch, in the end, determines the final best use of the area, The 
ing tization and cost attack seems the surest way to determine sub— 
St, ey itself as well as to solve the problem of conversion to better 
Me believe there are few areas that will not, under this method, more 

Teveal their own solutions. 

: 
| 

Finally, the results of the research definitely must be applied 
‘ction program that follows. 
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a lamation 

hy tl,,,. After thirty years of trial and error in financing land 
ogg LON (mostly error) can vre find a place for the farm organization 
gt bo this problem before we set sail on further adventures? This 
i) Sent question in the Northwest where we have the gigantic Columbia 

‘oject taking shape before our eyes, 

x5 The story goes somewhat like this, Long ago, after the good 

ky All filed upon, the government continued to offer the homesteader 
ty Nd larger acreage bets that he couldn't make a living on a home~ 
ty abil finally, after years of losses and hardships, the homesteader 

became convinced of this. 

   



ty o; This homesteading period was followed by government and private 
ua "ers combining to bet the reclamation project settler that he could 
ae the land and construction cost » and again nearly always the 

OSt his wager, 

- age. Today, after the engineers have made their surveys and estimates, 
ot the the land according to its productive capacity and fix a price 
v, ch more or less eliminates the land speculator, but we still bet 

1k On . \ 
mot “ Struction costs against the settler. These costs have become so 

a . WN e e e 7 r 

uy “eta, oor remaining reclamation land that the fate of the settler who 
©S to pay them is more or less a foregone conclusion, 

° ‘the : Perhaps the losses to settler, bondholder and general taxpayer, 
: slope ee CBate a great sum, may be justified as the price we pay for the 

- ‘tual of the West, but the unfairness of this procedure to the 
| never can be justified, Why should we continue on this basis? 

Se _ We can measure today with fair accuracy the productiveness, under 
| i thee of our remaining land, We can determine on a conservative 
lag . income from different adapted farm organization setups and 

| ok senat price the settler can really pay for all he gets in land and 
iigyp Oe Why not charge off the rest of the cost as an outright 
. ‘teas Why not face the accounting and the subsidy before the project 
“as ‘ If the benefits to society as a whole justify the subsidy, why 

. ‘tis? the settler and delay project success by trying to collect a 
‘| %y,7tVe charge from the settler first? Under the present scheme the 

“Xpayer pays the subsidy in the long run anyway. 

Ih Sop The farm organization approach and application, I believe, would 
| a in the study and in the successful settlement of the great new 

ow being initiated in our region, 

oa 

Lo 
“servation 

ratte q The pressure of heavy appropriations have necessitated such speed 
‘i, “fVelopment of our soil conservation program that this alone should 

Ve . p £ 

is program of much present criticism. 

hy Ultimately, will not the success of soil conservation depend upon 
ot ry e . lm) e e ° o e 

cae Rey ye ahent inclusion of its recommended practices in the organization 
va : the | the individual farm? Unless the farmer himself becomes convinced 

. Lene ySical and monetary benefits of soil and water conservation, will 
“| Sg Porate and retain the essential practices in his permanent plan 

an : ” oS t e 3 e e e ° ° 

oe "Seqa © novelty of the idea and the initial monetary assistance has 

dt 

a . that are the costs, and can it be proved that these costs will be 
| bt increased production? If so, how can the new practices be woven 

- hens © farm orpanization pattern so smoothly that they will not seriously 
With the labor program, the production setup, the field layout, 

ation plan, etc., so that the added costs will not reduce the 
income return? 

<8p 

. ‘otat Sey   
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' his is a complex farm organization problem not easily solved. 

- [eturbing to Pind so few trained farm management men on the large 

8eeed in this service in our region, 
b ‘ . 

_ Rabiditation 

| In our state, at least, this project has proved a surprise 

) & pleasant surprise indeed in the low percentage of delinquencies. 

‘Service, instead of being just another relief agency, can stand on 

|teet, it provides a service that no other agency can suoply. 

A recent elementary study we have made in Oregon indicates the 

"Ae Correlation between good farm organization and repayments or 

' (“ation Loans, 
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_, Only this year, however, has the conviction been reached by this 

7 [that a farm account book must be kept and an annual statement 

a by each client. 

| For several years we have urged a farm organization and manage— 

| iitvisory field service Girected particularly to the assistance of 

'.. [ents who face delinquency. The expense would not be large, no 
f os ; 

Paps, than the cost of fire insurance, and serving much the same 
ot hat group could profit more from good farm organization than 

? 

Nettlement 

No doubt we are not alone in surveying with alarm this somewhat 

2 adventure in idealism without any visible balance wheel. 

Someone on the project in our locality managed to secure a good 

"lof land and subdivided it into fairly satisfactory economic 

|;cmeone else made a good selection of project settlers, Another 

lward step has brought about a re-appraisal of all the units such 

tite off much of the original over-—investment. Still another 

JS year in this project, I believe, is putting the settler on an 

, ook basis which will permit analysis of his farm organization 

|" accurate budgeting. 

| But these resettlement units are still without definite individual 

o> tization plans and an inspection of the units reveals the need 

~. dlans and the eagerness of the operators for them. 

‘ Reduction 

soe | As much as we may object to the subsidizing of apriculture or of 

“B88 at the expense of others or to the attempted application of the 

. Scarcity, as permanent policies, we must admit that we have had 

nomic emergency to meet in recent years. Faulty as the methods 

“ \*) they helped in that emergency. 

Certainly, some permanent values have been secured--the inventory— 
4 

Surplus—producing Lands and enterprises, more complete analysis of    



  

fag 

st Structure, the strengthening of the ability of farmers to 

4 cir grouo interests through cooperation, and last, cloak for 
‘ ugh it may be, the forcec introduction of soil—conserving crops 
“US of farms that had resisted or been lethargic to such progress 

©. Some of these things are bound to stick, 

‘yiten the emergency passes (when we cease trying to lift ourselves 
ly Ot s straps by pulling very, very hard) and the plan is discon- 

that t permanent benefits other than those mentioned might we derive 
etn tment veriod? fre we doing now all that we might do 

© crop reduction program, viewed from the farm organization 
a introducing changes that will improve the farm organization 
Nye It seems to me there is an opportunity here aweiting us. 

ear Credit 

x The tremendous extension o% federal credit facilities to 
© in recent years, while one of the outstanding benefits brought 

a result of the depression, has also brought new problems as to 
Sten of credit, tie need to know more as to how much it is safe 

"Nder to lend and the borrower to accept and the best system for 
i Study of the serious situation as to farm indebtedness dis-— 

faulty methods of the ».ast in appraising and lending. 

a Hany years ago our state college began giving courses in 
ts al appraisal and enterprise costs and returns. ‘shen the federal 
Ut at last began underwriting the. farm loan business, the Land 

‘ *isal. methods were revised and the accumulated data in appraisal 
on the relation of the farm organization and costs to income 

‘ Critical value, Yet we do not begin to have all the data needed 

oe g land: We need something similar to actuarial tables, based on 
ee enterprise costs, prices, and income on different types of soil 
Xe, from different farm organize tion setups on the same and differ 

Our station is now engaged, in cooperation with the federal 
183 in making a preliminary study of this kind on farms where the 

er 
“lence of the bank will add interesting correlations. 

k \ farm management advisory service, it is believed, should be of 
* in forestalling delinquencies in Land Bank Commissioner's Loans 

“taken early enough. 
8 

“8a Ongand zation Opportunities 

Your patience should be no further strained by continued recital, 

bs As a result of the long overdue range grazing control act, we 
"Pte ly expect extensive changes in the organization of our range 

®s, Some of our western states have already made valuable farm 
N and cost studies in this vast (Vass-ed) area for research and 

oso, High capitalization, credit loads, introcuction of 

5 elon 

foreman techniques, distribution of rights, rentel charges, 

[Ne ve uses, economic unit—-what « complex of organization problems   

18 
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: ‘gain, changes in the organization of our wheat farms in the dry 
iy eS seem imperative, Who is going to tell us what these changes 

me e e 

yy mally, is there not a relationship between the farm organization 
: on of unemployment or migratory labor, or in aiding part—time 

“ even between farm organization and price stabilization? 

- Ho . 
| Ods Philosophy 

r vel, folks, this has been vretty long for our economist iriends. 

  

dy Se by telling them about Colonel Bush, an old philosopher, who ds 
a UW in the hills of Oregon, He doesn't. like the theory of 

| bs He says the abundant life can be had by all, including the 
fs hird, by applying one of the few theories not yet tried in 

© period--what he calls the theory of abundance. 

: , the old Colonel puts it simoly. He says, remove all restrictions 

‘ty ‘ry man produce his most; agricultural goods, manufactured goods, 

say, etc, 

ty let the now defunct law of supply and demand be resuscitated 
‘Mpetition reign. 

oth ‘esult—-prices fall, everybody can buy, everybody can eat, Wages ! 

Ne "th Low prices everybody still can eat. Because wages are low, 

, “apital ventures forth, industry comes to life, so everybody 
job, 

‘ “cause prices are low, surplus can find larger export. Taxes 
{' . because everybody is working, The budget can be balanced 
‘eS are paid and government can cease spending, Taxes will 

“Cause government spending stops, Everything is fine and dandy. 

AY 

agit, alas, there is one fly in the ointment, The Colonel doesn't 

‘yw ¥ what to do with the politicians who would be out of a job. 
fy ete way he just grunts and says, "shoot thirty every Thursday," 

‘ty Slvays was a rough and ready character, He says this is a 
ty, why should all the theory be promulgated from high places? 

: ‘yg vbe this backwoods philosopher has a right to think. No matter 
Nis it may be, he still earns his own living and stands erect on 

id legs,   
 


